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INSIDE:

Scott Hertzberg (l) and Mike Klein operate an old fashioned potato planter restored by Klein.
Every spring for the past four years I have put to work a monument to
utility and preventative maintenance. It is a steel-age potato planter previously horse drawn but now pulled by a 1970’s vintage grey market Mitsubishi tractor. The three foot diameter steel spoke wheels reflect its age
and the wooden tongue and holders for reins indicated that it should
have been pulled by a team of horses. There is no telling how many miles
have passed under its frame and tons of potatoes passed through it clockwork-like planting mechanisms. For all the dramatic changes in farming
practices since it was built, it still remains an efficient tool.
This ingenious mechanism that saves hours of furrowing, hand planting, and covering is driven by a chain drive that runs off the wheels. The
wheels drive a gear which is engaged by a lever on the left of the carriage.
Engaging the lever simultaneously drops an opening shoe and disk and a
set of covering disks into the soil. The wheel driven gear, drives a wheel
situated at the bottom of the hopper. Eight spring-loaded pick up levers
are mounted on the wheel. As at the wheel turns the levers are triggered
to spring back and the catch a potato with two prongs on the way up. As
the wheel turns down towards the shoe, another mechanism pulls the
lever away from the wheel and drops the potato into the soil. The two
covering disks then cover the potato. It can plant about 100 row feet per
minute, depending upon the comfort of the rider whose job it is to monitor the stock of potatoes in the hopper
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The Right Tool continued

and balance the machine as is pulled by the
tractor.
This year I rebuilt the wooden hopper box
as the old screws and nails had come loose
and were threatening to fall out. I also tightened or replaced bolts and greased the moving parts and chains. Stored out of the
weather it should last another 100 years!
Mike Klein is a creative small-scale
organic grower who operates a CSA at
Good Fortune Farm in Brandywine,
MD.
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Innovative floating bags allow
oysters to take advantage of the
oxygen & light available on the

Holly Budd shucks oysters she
grew.

Claudia Raskin, Editor
MOFFA is a non-profit educational organization. Our mission is to bring together the
community of growers, consumers, and retailers in Maryland to support organic and
ecological farming and local food production.
We publish this newsletter, sponsor workshops, field days, and related educational
activities, and speak on behalf of organic agriculture.

Doug Britt & friend in line for a
second helping.
Nick Maravell (l) & Hank
Cole confer.

Submissions Welcome!
To contribute an article or information and for
(Continued from page 6 - A World Without Bees)
classified and display ads, call or email Claudia business (such as from high-fructose corn syrup) to providing
Raskin, (301) 785-2936, hcole77@aol.com. We smaller ecological farmers with conservation funding and for
mixtures of plants that flower throughout the year, climate perreserve the right to edit submissions.
Advertising Rates
Business Card Size @ $10
Half Page @ $40
Quarter Page @ $20
Full Page @ $80
MOFFA Members receive a 50% discount on ad
rates and may place one free 15-word classified ad
per issue. (Editors reserve the right to refuse / edit
all ads.)
Support MOFFA. Become A Member!
We need your support for grower and consumer education, organic certification, helping to shape public
policy, and membership networking. For more information see page 8 and join us at the Annual Winter Meeting.

mitting; nest blocks for bees; and encouraging farmers to keep
large areas of untilled soil where native bees can live. Given the
dollar value of the pollinators to the farmers, they should only
benefit from incorporating these age-old practices that include
leaving land fallow every seven years, which is in the Bible.
The honeybees are telling us that our chemical-laden, monocultured lawns and public spaces and our industrialized farming
practices with monocultures, pesticides, and increasingly unsustainable demands on the honeybees are pushing them to the point
of collapse. Funding small farmers to adhere to sustainable practices is a much better use of tax dollars than current efforts by the
USDA to genetically develop a “super bee,” in order to defend
current practices that serve the chemical industry so well.
The authors conclude that “we are the ones killing the honeybees through ignorance, unsustainable agricultural practices and
dangerous use of chemicals. The honeybees are the “canary in
our pesticide-driven version of a coal mine...No more pollinators, no more plants, no more man.” According to E.O. Wilson,
“Our very existence depends on bugs…we are inextricable
linked. The honeybee is the flagbearer for insects and humans
alike.”
Excerpted from a book review by Alyce Ortuzar,
farmparity@gmail.com
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Farming On The Urban Fringe:
Perhaps this summer’s drought stretched you beyond the breaking point, and you wish you could exercise more control over growing conditions. Or, as the
season winds down, you find
yourself once again wishing for a
way to extend production. Farming as we know it is being transformed at a number of pilot sites
across the country thanks to sustainable aquaponics. Take the
concept of hydroponics - growing
plants in a liquid solution. Create
that solution with the help of fish,
and you have an aquaponics system. Add in the genius of Will
Allen (a McArthur Fellow), and you have a three-tiered,
biointensive, simulated wetland. It’s a recirculating system where “the fish waste acts as a natural fertilizer for
plant growth, and the plants act as a water filter”.
Will Allen has pioneered aquaponics at Growing
Power’s Community Food Center in Milwaukee. Allen’s
credo is "Everybody, regardless of their economic means,
should have access to the same healthy, safe, affordable
food that is grown naturally."
Using an aquaponics systems based on Will Allen’s
model, Sweet Water Organics, also in Milwaukee, raises
various lettuces and basil, watercress, tomatoes, peppers,
chard, and spinach along with tilapia and perch.
While both Growing Power and Sweet Water Or-

Battling Bureaucracy:
Challenging The NOP
Editor’s Note: One Straw Farm is the
largest organic vegetable farm in Maryland. Joan & Drew Norman have been
farming in White Hall for 25 years. What
follows is a letter to One Straw Farm CSA
members about being out-of-compliance
with the Maryland Department of Agriculture’s Organic Certification Program.
On April 1 we received a Noncompliance letter from the Maryland Department
of Agriculture for our use of Biotelo.
Biotelo is biodegradable mulch made from
NON GMO corn. It breaks down in the
soil into Carbon, water and biomass. In the
past we have used poly vinyl chloride

Sustainable Aquaponics

ganics are part of the urban agriculture movement, the
aquaponics system they have developed would make a
wonderful complement to field-raised crops for those of
us down on the farm.
“A well designed and properly
operated aquaponics system will
use about one tenth of the water
required for normal vegetable
growing and reduces the water
needed for single usage fish farming by 95% or greater. The system
can be quite simple and revolutionary because it generally does not
make use of complex technology
normally required for high tech
aquaculture, hydroponics, or both. Simple less complex
aquaponics systems that are designed to feed a family or
a small group can be successfully installed in a shed, garage greenhouse, or barn.”
Aquaponics does have its demands - maintaining the
correct water temperature, pH, and light requirements.
And, of course, there is the associated energy costs. But,
if we were to factor in the storage and transportation
costs associated with fish from, say, Ecuador, then the
energy cost of aquaponically produced food is comparable.
Check out the following links for more information:
www.sweetwater-organic.com
www.growingpower.org
C. Raskin, Editor

(PVC) mulch, which is made from petroleum. PVC is required by the National
Organic Standards [NOP] to be removed
from the fields at the end of the season,
which we do, and have always done. The
PVC is removed from the fields, and put
into dumpsters that end up in a landfill.
We used to send 4 dumpsters full of PVC
per year to a landfill. Or as Mike Schuh
(WJZTV) said, ‘that is about 4 miles of
plastic.”
In 2009 we decided to use Biotelo, because it breaks down into carbon and water, rather than continue to fill landfills
with PVC mulch which does not breakdown. We decided that Biotelo was an
environmentally responsible choice. It
does not end up in a landfill, and because
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we don’t have to remove it, uses less fuel
– three tractors passes per field, and it allows us extra time in the fall to get cover
crops planted. It would have been very
easy to say we remove Biotelo at the end
of the season, but it would not be true. It is
too broken down to pick up the pieces.
How do you remove what has already biodegraded? Biotelo is made from a product
called Mater –Bi it is certified biodegradable and compostable. Biotelo is also allowed in Canada and Europe for organic
production. Those crops are allowed into
the US as certified organic. The use of
Biotelo may cause us to loose our organic
certification.
We have been farming organically since
(Continued on page 4)

IN THE NEWS...
first “grower” representative to the board. He has
served as Vice Chair and Secretary of the organization. He
served on the committees that
advised Maryland Department of
Nick has been appointed to the
Agriculture on the drafting of
National Organic Standards
regulations and implementation
Board. The Board’s main mission
procedures for the organic certifiis to make recommendations
cation program. He chaired the
about whether a substance should
Research and Education Commitbe allowed or prohibited in ortee and involved MOFFA memganic production or handling, to
bers in on-farm research. He also
assist in the development of stanserved as Legislative Committee
dards for substances to be used in
organic production, and to advise the Secretary of Agri- chairman and effectively brought our organization’s
views to our legislators for action. For many years Nick
culture.
Nick, an organic producer from Potomac, Md., is the organized MOFFA’s Annual Winter Meeting, presentowner of Nick’s Organic Farm. Nick is a founding mem- ing a variety of speakers and workshops to our member of MOFFA, and the membership elected him as the bers.

Congratulations to MOFFA's own Nick
Maravell!

Holly Budd, MOFFA Chairperson

Dishing Up Maryland
“A photographic and culinary journey through
the state, highlighting the people and places who
bring Maryland cuisine and
agriculture to life.” (Phil Pyle,
Exec. Chef).
It’s a feel-good, taste-good
combination, extensively researched by author Lucie
Snodgrass. Among the many
featured farmers are long-time
MOFFA members Jack and
Beckie Gurley of Calvert’s Gift Farm, Joan and
Drew Norman of One Straw Farm, and Even’ Star
Organic Farm’s Brett Grohsgal. In
addition, there
are many conventional farms that
are featured,
some of whom
are regulars at
farmers markets
around the state.
Jack Gurley

(Continued from page 3 - Battling Bureaucracy)

1983, before there was even a certification to be had. In
1986, we became certified as soon as certification became
available. That is now 24 years of certification. It is our hope
to lead the way once again. Biodegradable mulches should be
allowed on organic farms to reduce our dependence on petroleum and be responsible stewards of the earth. Who knows
what is left in the soil from the PVC being there all season?
Why should we use a petroleum-based product when a plantbased product is available? It would be irresponsible of us as
farmers interested and concerned about our environment to
continue to use PVC plastic just to save our certification. It is
our hope that the NOP (National Organic Program) agrees
with us and allows the use of Biotelo on organic farms.
Update From Joan Norman:
One Straw Farm is still waiting for a definitive answer. The
State of Maryland cannot interpret laws, rather, they just enforce them. So the MDA response was no. However, the
UDSA does have the authority to interpret laws. In July,
Joan wrote a follow-up letter of appeal to the NOP Appeal
Team. The ball is now in their court. It is up to them to rule
on whether Biotelo is biodegradable or synthetic. As Joan
says, “Given the choice, I don’t believe we will back down
and stop using Biotelo. The Organic Program will have to
catch up to us.” Check out the short video about this at
http://vimeo.com/16411680 and follow the Normans at
www.onestrawfarm.com

Joan & Drew Norman
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FUTURE HARVEST 2011 ANNUAL CONFERENCE TO
FEATURE FRED KIRSCHENMANN

The Fifty Year Farm Bill

Farmer, writer and sustainable agriculture thought leader
Fred Kirschenmann will deliver
the keynote address. The conference theme is We Are What
We Eat: Community Health
Through Sustainable Agriculture.

Arguing that soil erosion is the largest threat to
sustainability, pioneers Wendell Berry, Fred Kirshenmann, and Wes Jackson have been promoting a
Fifty Year Farm Bill that calls for a gradual increase
in the amount of land planted to perennials. Currently at 20%, they envision to eventually have 80%
of the rice, wheat, corn, beans, and such as perennial

The Annual Conference will be
January 14-15 at the Pearlstone
Center in Reisterstown, Maryland. Check the futureharvestcasa.org for updates as session descriptions and registration information become
available.

Chesapeake CRAFT: Collaborative Regional Alliance for Farmer Training.
Modeled after other CRAFT programs in the United States,
Chesapeake CRAFT is organized by farmers interested in improving practical new farmer training and networking in the
region. The goal of Chesapeake CRAFT is to coordinate and
facilitate learning opportunities for farm apprentices, interns and
workers, through a combination of farm visits, classes, and potlucks. The 2010 Chesapeake CRAFT program will consist primarily of visits to farms and farm projects in Virginia and
Maryland that emphasize ecological approaches to agriculture,
and are within a two-hour drive from Washington D.C. Individuals who are not working with a participating CRAFT farm,
but wish to join the program, can join the program independently.

Agriculture is a 10,000 year old bad habit that is
humanity’s original sin.
Wes Jackson
instead of annual plants. To accomplish this, they
are seeking funding for plant breeders and ecologists who can develop perennials to meet our needs.
Wes Jackson and geneticists at the Land Institute
in Kansas have been working to develop these perennial varieties. (They are not practicing GMO-type
breeding. They transfer pollen, while biotech firms
transfer genes.) Jackson figures fit will be 10 to 20
years before perennial grains will be available, and,
if the USDA gets on board, “it will allow a broader
spectrum of crops to be perennialized and will
shorten that time frame by 10 to 20 percent.”
C. Raskin

Stink Bug Invasion
By now we’re all painfully aware that
the Brown Marmorated Stink Bug is here
to stay. As the seasons change, swarms of
these recent invaders from Asia are seeking over-wintering habitat in our homes.
They don’t bite or spread disease, so they
are basically an inconvenience to the average person. However, here in the mid-Atlantic they are a serious threat to those
of us who farm. Crop damage across the region has been extensive. At Country Pleasures Farm in Middleton, Maryland
Eric Rice said, “The critters cost us our entire tomato crop,
70% of our Asian pears and substantial damage in our berries.”
Everyone is looking for an effective means of stopping this
bug in its tracks. Scientists are currently evaluating the introduction of a tiny parasitic wasp from Asia as a control. The
wasps attack the Stink Bug in the larval stage. Pyrethroids are
being used (not safe for home use). The Rices have had positive results with soap. It works well with all 5 instars, though
the adult is tougher and requires higher concentrations. To
promote more research on organic control methods, Brian Biggens of Miolea Organic Farm will be attending the Congressional Brown Marmorated Stink Bug workgroup. Contact
Brian at miolea@aol.com or 301.466.2151 to add your voice.
C. Raskin

Many farmers are interested in improving the educational aspects of their farm operation, but coordinating field trips and
educational opportunities can quickly become time consuming
and difficult with the mounting pressures of the growing season.
Chesapeake CRAFT represents a pooling of resources amongst
different farm projects that have interest in advancing farm
learning opportunities, but in a way that makes the learning
manageable and meaningful for all.
Chesapeake CRAFT will strengthen the regional network of
farmers, interns, workers and apprentices, who often have little
opportunity to meet together during the growing season. And by
improving farmer-based training opportunities in the region,
Chesapeake CRAFT will help attract and train the next generation of local farmers.
FOR INFORMATION ABOUT THE 2011 PROGRAM, CONTACT MIKE SNOW AT THE ACCOKEEK FOUNDATION:
msnow@accokeek.org
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WHAT’S THE BUZZ?
On The Honey Trail:
The subtitle of this book sets the
tone. Grace Pundyk is an adventurous Austrailan travel writer who asks
tough questions. This book was born
out of her love for honey.
Traveling - mostly solo - through
Yemen, Turkey, Borneo, Tasmania,
Siberia, and the Mississippi Delta, Ms.
Pundyk unearths a wealth of information and insight about the history,
culture, and traditions of honey, as
well as production, sales, distribution,

In Pursuit Of Liquid Gold And Vanishing Bees by Grace Pundyk

and marketing worldwide. Ms.
Pundyk meets with experts in a variety of countries and talks with beekeepers at the grassroots level. She
explores “how honey and bees are
being affected by globalization and its
implications, including terrorism, deforestation, the global food trade, and
climate change...and questions the
state of our environment and the impact it is having on bees and honey .”
The book is infused with interesting

tidbits - a single honeybee produces
only a teaspoon full of honey in its
lifetime - big insights, and a freewheeling sense of possibility.
What makes this a great read is Ms.
Pundyk’s spirited personality and
lively conversational tone, drawing us
into the adventure of travel and discovery.
On The Honey Trail has received
many favorable reviews and was featured on NPR’s Diane Rehm Show.
C. Raskin

tion—the process by which genetic material is mixed during sexual reproduction—of any known animal, boosting the
by Allison Benjamin & Brian McCallum
genetic diversity among honeybees.”
Many farmers, beekeepers, and reImagine six hundred thousand Califorsearchers argue that if the honeybees are
nia almond trees belonging to one grower.
succumbing to a virus or a microbe, it is a
There are only almond trees; heavily
symptom and not a cause. For example,
sprayed almond trees. There are no
spraying hills and forests with toxic
weeds or other plants or flowers or other
chemicals aimed at the gypsy moth in
living critters. Then the commercial beeMaryland and at the fire ant in Texas have
keeper arrives, with his truckload of thouweakened if not decimated the bees.
sands of honeybee hives transported thouThese chemicals are also harmful to
sands of miles, maybe from Florida or
earthworms, certain birds, and some
Pennsylvania, to pollinate the almonds.
aquatic life including crustaceans. We
There are no local honeybees. The transuse many of these same chemicals in and
ported bees fly from almond flower to
around
our
almond flower, but those
flowers alone do not pro- If our lifestyles and agricultural practices of pesticides and pollutants are killing homes and on
golf courses.
vide enough nutrients for the honeybees... are we not far behind?
Chemicals
the bees.
The next truck stop for these malnour- ous years, a third or more of all honey- known to be specifically toxic to honeyished and stressed honeybees might be to bees in the Unites States have mysteri- bees are often sprayed on farmland to
pollinate thousands of acres of apples— ously disappeared.” Only in some in- “protect” crops and even in the hives to
only apples, heavily sprayed—in Wash- stances are there dead bees that permit kill any parasites and viruses. The beeington state, followed by more thousands farmers and scientists to try to determine keepers apparently decimated the colony
of miles in a truck to pollinate thousands the cause of death. This book compre- in order to save it, but likely only saved a
of acres of blueberry fields in Maine— hensively explores the evidence for the “super-resistant mite.” But horrifying and
deaths and why the bees seem to be un- irresponsible practices using chemicals do
only blueberries, also heavily sprayed.
The honeybee is “nature’s master polli- able to find their way back to their hives. not end there, and the authors provide too
nator, with a body designed to trap pollen
The authors present a fascinating his- many of these disastrous examples to
and a work ethic that leaves no petal un- tory of the bees. So far, scientists have mention here. Chemicals threaten our
turned….There is nothing vaguely eco- determined that the oldest bee fossil, a entire food supply and our health. Which
friendly about transporting billions of piece of Burmese amber, dates back more is why this book is so important and
bees thousands of miles” in trucks every than 100 million years. Around sixty worth reading.
year. There is nothing environmentally million years ago, the honeybee split from
Other solutions the authors mention
“The honeybee has include diverting federal funds from agrisensible about one beekeeper with 74,000 the bumblebee.
confined hives in a commercial enterprise evolved the highest rate of recombina(Continued on page 2)

A World Without Bees

solely dependent on the bees and the
honey for an income. There is nothing
natural or healthy about the conditions
these bees are restricted and subjected to.
Conditions that displace just about every
natural behavior of the bees; behaviors
that determine their health and vitality.
Without the honeybee, farmers could
lose at least 80 percent of their food
crops. There are global concerns about
the plight of the disappearing honeybee.
“The bees are leaving their posts, deserting the hives, and flying away, behavior
that is unheard of unless a bee knows it is
diseased and leaves the hive to avoid infecting the other bees….For two continu-
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How Does Organic Management Impact Soil Nitrogen Availability?
By Michel Cavigelli and John Spargo

As most people reading this newsletter know, one of the fundamental
principles of organic farming is to
“feed the soil, not the crop.” And
you probably know that this is because building up soil organic matter
reserves is like building up a bank
account that, instead of providing
money, releases nutrients, including
nitrogen, slowly through organic
matter mineralization. It is difficult
to quantify this benefit, though, because soil organic matter is complex
and nitrogen mineralization (organic
nitrogen being converted to plant
available nitrogen) in the soil is very
dynamic (changes over short periods
of time). This is why there is no consistently reliable soil test for nitrogen
and why simply measuring total soil
nitrogen is not necessarily a good
measure of soil nitrogen availability.
At the USDA-ARS Beltsville Agricultural Research Center, we are able
to study how long-term organic
management impacts soils since we
have one of only a handful of longterm projects that include organic
cropping systems in the U.S. The
Beltsville Farming Systems Project

(FSP) includes three different organic
crop rotations that have been in
place since 1996. We have a 2-year
Corn-rye cover crop-Soybean-vetch
cover crop rotation (Org2), a 3-year
Corn-rye -Soybean-Wheat-vetch rotation (Org3), and a 6-year Corn-rye
-Soybean-Wheat-Alfalfa- AlfalfaAlfalfa rotation (Org6).
We use
poultry litter (2-3 tons/a) for both the
corn and wheat phases of these rotations. The FSP also includes two
conventional systems, one no-till
(NT) and one chisel till (CT), both of
which are 3-year Corn-rye -SoybeanWheat/Soybean rotations. We do not
use poultry litter on the conventional
systems.
In 2009 we established small plots
(30’ x 15’) within the larger corn
plots to which we did not add any
nitrogen source, i.e. no legumes or
poultry litter in our organic systems
and no nitrogen fertilizer in our conventional systems. We grew the
same corn variety in all small plots.
By doing this we could measure how
much nitrogen the soil itself would
provide for the corn after 13 years of
organic and conventional management. We were surprised to find
that corn yield in the small plots in
the organic systems was not only
similar to that in adjacent plots that
received the legume and the litter,
but that corn yields in the organic
systems were, on average, 153 bu/a
while those in the minus N plots in
the NT and CT systems were only
109 bu/a, on average. The corn took
up 174 lb/a of nitrogen in organic
plots and 117 lb/a in conventional
plots.

Earth’s crammed with heaven, And every common bush afire with God.
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We also took soil samples from the
small plots prior to planting corn
and did some laboratory assays to
better understand differences in soil
organic matter and nitrogen dynamics in the five systems. We found
that the amount of nitrogen released
from the soil and nitrogen in particulate organic matter (POM) was 34%
greater in the organic than the conventional systems. POM, composed
of partially decomposed plant and
animal residues, is considered to be
an important source of energy for
soil microorganisms and has been
linked to soil nitrogen cycling..
So what does all this mean? Perhaps most importantly it tells us that
soils managed organically using perennial or cover crop legumes and
manure can supply a lot of plant
available nitrogen. This suggests that
we might be able to reduce our reliance on animal manure as a source
of N on organic farms without hurting yields once soil organic matter
reaches a certain level. How much
these rates could be reduced while
still maintaining the soil organic
matter “bank account” with only
legume inputs is yet to be determined.
We have started similar research
on four organic grain farms in Maryland to further our understanding of
soil N dynamics in these cropping
systems. We plan to report on results from our first year of on-farm
work next winter. Stay tuned.
Michel Cavigelli and John Spargo are
researchers at USDA Beltsville.

Elizabeth Barrett Browning

BECOME A MOFFA MEMBER!
Annual MOFFA Dues (per farm or family)
Make checks payable to MOFFA & mail to MOFFA, c/o Mike Klein , PO Box 771, Brandywine, MD 20613

Cost
One Year MOFFA Membership
Two Year MOFFA Membership

Total

$25.00
$45.00

Name & Farm Name
Street
City
State / ZIP
Phone Number(s)
Email
 Yes, I am interested in volunteering.
 Yes, I prefer to receive newsletters via email.
MOFFA is a 501(c)(3) non-profit education organization. Our mission is to bring together growers, consumers and retailers in
Maryland to advance ecological organic agriculture.

Mike & Michelle Klein
PO Box 771
Brandywine, MD 20613

